NPCC Distributed Energy Resources/Variable Energy Resources Forum
October 14, 2021, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. EDT WebEx Meeting
Dial-In: 415-655-0003 (USA) / 416-915-6530 (Canada)
Guest Code: 24210041681
Password: E4ciP5ara$4 (34247527 from phone)
WebEx Link

October 14, 2021, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. (all times in EDT)
12.0 Distributed Energy Resources (DER) Variable Energy Resources (VER) Forum
Topics
12.1 Welcome: Phil Fedora, NPCC Vice President and Chief Engineer Reliability
Services (9:00 am - 9:05 am)
12.2 Antitrust Compliance Guidelines, Public Notice, and Meeting Protocols: Ruida Shu,
NPCC Manager of Reliability Standards
12.3 NPCC VER/DER Outreach Efforts: Gerry Dunbar, NPCC Director Reliability
Standards and Criteria (9:05 am – 9:15 am)
12.4 Offshore Transmission in NJ, Lauren Thomas, Senior Director Transformation &
Centralized Services, PSEG (9:15 am – 9:40 am)
12.5 Offshore Wind and Transmission Planning, Suzanne Glatz, Director, Strategic
Initiatives and Interregional Planning, PJM (9:40 am – 10:05 am)
12.6 New York Independent System Operator: Transmission Update –
Outlook/Developments, Zach Smith, Vice President System and Resource Planning,
NYISO (10:05 am – 10:30 am)
12.7 Transmission Planning for the Clean Energy Transition, Reid Collins, Associate
Engineer - Transmission Planning, ISO-NE (10:30 am – 10:55 am)
Break (10:55 am – 11:00 am)
12.8 Ontario York Region Non-Wires Alternatives Demonstration Project, Ali Golriz,
Lead, System and Sector Development, Innovation and R&D, IESO (11:00 am –
11:25 am)
12.9 Evolving Transmission Grid & Study Considerations, Anie Philip, Director of
Planning, PSEG Long Island (11:25 am – 11:50 am)
12.10 Closing – Gerry Dunbar (11:50 am – 12:00 pm)

Northeast Power Coordinating Council, Inc. (NPCC)
Antitrust Compliance Guidelines
It is NPCC’s policy and practice to obey the antitrust laws and to avoid all conduct that
unreasonably restrains competition. The antitrust laws make it important that meeting
participants avoid discussion of topics that could result in charges of anti-competitive behavior,
including: restraint of trade and conspiracies to monopolize, unfair or deceptive business acts or
practices, price discrimination, division of markets, allocation of production, imposition of
boycotts, exclusive dealing arrangements, and any other activity that unreasonably restrains
competition.
It is the responsibility of every NPCC participant and employee who may in any way affect
NPCC’s compliance with the antitrust laws to carry out this commitment.
Participants in NPCC activities (including those participating in its committees, task forces and
subgroups) should refrain from discussing the following throughout any meeting or during any
breaks (including NPCC meetings, conference calls and informal discussions):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industry-related topics considered sensitive or market intelligence in nature that are
outside of their committee’s scope or assignment, or the published agenda for the
meeting;
Their company’s prices for products or services, or prices charged by their competitors;
Costs, discounts, terms of sale, profit margins or anything else that might affect prices;
The resale prices their customers should charge for products they sell them;
Allocating markets, customers, territories or products with their competitors;
Limiting production;
Whether or not to deal with any company; and
Any competitively sensitive information concerning their company or a competitor.

Any decisions or actions by NPCC as a result of such meetings will only be taken in the interest
of promoting and maintaining the reliability and adequacy of the bulk power system.
Any NPCC meeting participant or employee who is uncertain about the legal ramifications of a
particular course of conduct or who has doubts or concerns about whether NPCC’s antitrust
compliance policy is implicated in any situation should call NPCC’s General Counsel and
Corporate Secretary, Kristin McKeown Esq. at her mobile phone number 646-581-0148.

Distributed Energy Resources Forum Disclaimer Statement
1. General
Any information presented [at NPCC forums] is for informational purposes only. NPCC accepts
no responsibility for the accuracy of such presentations, or for your reliance on any information
contained within the content available through such forums. Discussions represent a wide range
of views and interests of the participating individuals and organizations. Statements made during
discussions do not necessarily reflect those of NPCC.
2. Vendors
Information presented is for stakeholder informational purposes only and does not imply
NPCC’s endorsement or approval. NPCC does not promote technology, tools, products,
services, or vendors that may be used by entities within the electric industry. Questions or
concerns about vendors or the services or products they offer must be directed to the vendor. It is
the responsibility of the owner, operator, or the user of the bulk power system to research the
services the vendors offer. Those that utilize the services of vendors assume full responsibility
for claims directly or indirectly arising thereunder and NPCC is not responsible or liable for any
claim or harm, directly or indirectly, that transpires from the use of any information.

Public Announcement
RSC and DER Forum Meetings, WebEx, and Conference calls:
Participants are reminded that this meeting, WebEx, and conference call are public. The access
number was posted on the NPCC website and widely distributed. Speakers on the call should keep
in mind that the listening audience may include members of the press and representatives of
various governmental authorities, in addition to the expected participation by industry
stakeholders.

h
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2021 Outreach
NPCC DER Guidance Document
-Development of Version #3.
Prioritizing Directory Reviews.

Internal Use Only

Offshore Transmission in NJ

Offshore Wind Transmission US Conference
Lauren Thomas
Sr. Director Transformation & Centralized Services
Public Service Enterprise Group
October 13, 2021

A 118-year New Jersey-based business investing in critical energy
infrastructure, providing safe and increasingly clean energy
Electric & Gas Distribution and Transmission
Investments in energy infrastructure and clean energy support
reliability and customer expectations and are aligned with public policy

Regional Competitive Generation
Carbon-free nuclear fleet; Announced sale of fossil generating fleet

Holdings LLC

Renewable Generation
Supports Clean Energy Future and PSEG’s goal of being carbon free
by 2030
2

~70% of NJ Load

Onshore transmission
infrastructure mirrors the load
The 500kV and 345kV backbone is primarily
inland, and not optimally located to support
offshore wind
• Closer to shore, a less-robust and lower voltage
network predominates
• Often developers must run export cables several
miles before reaching substations capable of
handling the power they need to inject
• With addition of large quantities of OSW, NJ
generation moving from “rivers to ocean” to
“ocean to rivers” topology
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“Barriers to entry” are high
Offshore wind in the US has a history dating
back to Cape Wind of fierce local opposition
• Politics of renewable energy don’t always align
with those of the coastal landing sites
• Local property owners on the coast tend to have
the resources to mount legal and political
challenges
• Careful planning and outreach by developers
can mitigate these concerns, but it is clearly
advantageous to limit the number of times this
has to be done in order to achieve state goals
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Initial projects demonstrate the
complexity of interconnection
The projects are making the best use of
existing infrastructure, but options are limited
• Ocean Wind 1 – interconnecting at two retired
generating stations, one to the north and one to
the south
• Ocean Wind 2 – Southern most project
connecting furthest north
• Atlantic Shores – Northern most project
connecting generally south
• Large upgrade costs currently forecast for
interconnections at Larabee and Cardiff
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Recent experience with subsea
and underground cables
• Long Island relies on cable connections to
Westchester, CT, and NJ for approximately 45%
of its peak load (~2,200 MW import capability,
~5,000 MW peak load)
• Due to a variety of cable system failures and
derates over this past year, import capacity has
generally been limited to approximately 20%
(~900 MW)
• Missing imports had to be made up by older
steam and peaking units during peak summer
conditions

* Shore Road (Y50) imports approximately 656MW to LI and up to 300 MW is wheeled to
ConEd; net to LICA is ~ 350 MWs.
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It’s not easy being green

Resiliency
Hardening
Aging
Infrastructure
Energy Cloud
(AMI)

Energy
Storage

Reliable
Electric
Vehicles

Energy
Efficiency

OSW &
OSW
Transmission

Clean

Affordable

Other
Renewables

• Competing priorities vie for shares of the
total customer bill
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Offshore Wind and Transmission Planning
NPCC Distributed Energy Resources/Variable Energy
Resources
Oct. 14, 2021
Suzanne Glatz
System Planning
PJM Interconnection

www.pjm.com | Public

PJM © 2021

PJM as Part of the Eastern Interconnection
Key Statistics

Member companies
Millions of people served

1,040+
65

Peak load in megawatts

165,563

Megawatts of generating capacity

185,378

Miles of transmission lines

2020 gigawatt hours of annual energy
Generation sources

85,103

757,284
1,424

Square miles of territory

369,089

States served

13 + DC

21% of U.S. GDP produced in PJM
As of 2/2021

www.pjm.com | Public
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PJM Backbone Transmission

www.pjm.com | Public
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Wind Installed Capacity in PJM: Operational & Proposed

As of Dec. 31, 2020
www.pjm.com | Public
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Offshore Wind Development
NJ
7,500 MW
By 2035

MD
1,568 MW
By 2030

VA
5,200 MW
By 2034

NC recently announced a
goal of 8,000 MW by 2040
www.pjm.com | Public
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NC
2,800 MW
By 2030
PJM © 2021

Key OSW Initiatives
State Agreement
Approach
Implementation
With NJ

• Scenario planning analysis
• Convene a public policy RTEP window
• Proposal evaluation and selection
• File SAA term agreement with FERC

Multi-State
Offshore Wind
Scenario Study

www.pjm.com | Public

Offshore Wind Transmission Study Group (OTSG)
2020–2021 Scenario Analysis – Phase 1
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PJM © 2021

State Agreement Approach and
New Jersey Offshore Wind

www.pjm.com | Public

PJM © 2021

State Agreement Approach (SAA) Process

What Is the State Agreement Approach?
•

PJM added an SAA transmission planning mechanism with its Order No.
1000 compliance filing (not needed for compliance with Order No. 1000),
pursuant to which a state or states can request that PJM study a project
designed to address public policy requirements identified by a state(s).

•

If the state(s) voluntarily agrees to sponsor such a project and assumes
responsibility for the allocation of all costs of the project, the SAA project
will be included in the RTEP either as a Supplemental Project or state
public policy project.

www.pjm.com | Public
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NJBPU and SAA Timeline

Jan.

April

July

Oct.

2022

2021

November 2020
NJBPU requested that PJM solicit proposals to
address public policy needs in a competitive window.

Jan.

April

Proposal Evaluation
April 15
Opened Competitive
Window

Sept. 17
Close Window

Q1 2022
NJBPU Selects
SAA Project

Regulatory
• On Feb. 16, 2021, the Commission accepted the SAA Study Agreement between PJM and the NJBPU that authorized
PJM to implement the SAA process to conduct an open window for OSW transmission.
• File Term Sheet Agreement – 4Q 2021
www.pjm.com | Public
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NJBPU OSW Solicitation Schedule

Solicitation

Capability
Target (MW)

Capability
Awarded

Issue
Date

Submittal
Date

Award
Date

Estimated Commercial
Operation Date

1

1,100(1)

1,100

Q3 2018

Q4 2018

Q2 2019

2024–2025

2

1,200-2400(2)

2,658

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

Q2 2021

2027–2029

3

1,200

N/A

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

Q2 2023

2030

4

1,200

N/A

Q2 2024

Q3 2024

Q1 2025

2031

5

1,342

N/A

Q2 2026

Q3 2026

Q1 2027

2033

(1) NJBPU Solicitation Award – June 2019
(2) NJBPU Solicitation Award – June 2021
https://www.njcleanenergy.com/renewable-energy/programs/nj-offshore-wind/solicitations

www.pjm.com | Public
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Project Overview – Potential Solution Options

Diagrams are for illustration purposes only.
www.pjm.com | Public
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Current Status to Review 2021 SAA Proposal
Window for NJ OSW
Proposal evaluations are ongoing, and additional details
are expected to be available for the November TEAC.
Total number of individual
proposals received: 79
Number of proposals
addressing individual
options:

Total number of proposals with
Cost Commitment provisions: 57

Option 1a

Option 1b

Option 2

Option 3

45

22

26

8

For more information on the NJ OSW SAA window, updates will be posted on the PJM TEAC webpage:
https://www.pjm.com/committees-and-groups/committees/teac.aspx

www.pjm.com | Public
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Multi-State Offshore Wind Scenario Study

www.pjm.com | Public

PJM © 2021

Offshore Wind Transmission Study Group Overview

• PJM and interested state agencies began meeting in October 2020 as an
independent effort to consider offshore wind public policy needs.
– Also factored in all PJM state RPS requirements

• The goal is to analyze and identify transmission solutions across the PJM
region to accommodate the coastal states’ offshore wind goals and PJM
states’ RPS requirements.
• PJM collaboration with states determined initial five scenarios to model.

www.pjm.com | Public
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Schedule
2020

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
State offshore wind
targets
Interconnection process
Technical components of
OSW turbines
Transmission system
overview
Cost allocation
Order 1000 and the State
Agreement Approach
Environmental and social
considerations for OSW
development

www.pjm.com | Public

2021

•
•

•
•

Phase 1 Scenario
Development
OTSG Sessions
1:1 meetings with
coastal state
agencies
PJM feedback and
coordination
Scenario finalization

Simulation
& Analysis
Initial
Results
July

15

Phase 2 Scenario
Development

Final
Report

PJM © 2021

Modeling and Analysis Overview
Consistent with PJM RTEP analysis
Powerflow reliability analysis for
onshore transmission system

• Summer, winter and light load
• Simulated for years 2027 and 2035

Examined 100 kV and up across the entire PJM footprint
Only identified thermal violations
Transmission line conductor limits were used to establish
transmission line overloads

Included RPS targets and carve-outs for each PJM state and
modeled each state meeting its RPS target by required date
www.pjm.com | Public
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PJM States With RPS
State Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) require suppliers to utilize renewable
resources to serve an increasing percentage of total demand.
State RPS Targets*
State RPS
State Goal

☼ NJ: 50% by 2030**

☼ VA: 100% by 2045/2050 (IOUs)

☼ MD: 50% by 2030

☼ NC: 12.5% by 2021 (IOUs)

☼ DE: 40% by 2035

OH: 8.5% by 2026

☼ DC: 100% by 2032

MI: 15% by 2021

☼ PA: 18% by 2021***

IN: 10% by 2025***

☼ IL: 50% by 2040
☼ Minimum solar requirement
September 2021

www.pjm.com | Public

* Targets may change over time; these are recent representative snapshot values
** Includes an additional 2.5% of Class II resources each year
*** Includes non-renewable “alternative” energy resources
17
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Scenario Injection Locations

www.pjm.com | Public
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Summary
Cost
Estimates

Key
Conclusions/
Takeaways

• Range from $627.34 million to $3,213.14 million
− OSW injection totals range 6,416 MW–17,016 MW
• Costs increase significantly between 2027 and 2035 scenarios, commensurate with
RPS requirements.
− RPS targets modeled to be met in all scenarios
• Network upgrades and associated costs identified in all scenarios.
− High-level analysis, non-inclusive of all PJM Tariff facilities, neighboring affected systems

• Market efficiency analysis for Scenario 1 demonstrates decreased gross load
payments, especially for coastal states, among other benefits.
• Phase 1 results demonstrate system impacts, opportunities to identify possible regional
solutions.
• Considerations of timeline and constructability
www.pjm.com | Public
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Planning for a
Grid in Transition
Zach Smith

Vice President, System & Resource Planning
NPCC DER/VER Forum
October 14, 2021

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Power Trends 2021: New York’s Clean Energy Grid of the Future
Current and emerging trends transforming the grid and electricity markets.
Key Themes:
 NYISO has always fulfilled our mission of maintaining grid
reliability, overseeing efficient wholesale markets, and
conducting expert grid system planning.
 The grid in New York is undergoing significant and rapid
change:
 advances in renewable technology are altering the
generation mix;
 extreme weather events are more frequent, impacting
life and property; and
 public policies are calling for bold action to achieve
renewable investment and decarbonization mandates.
 The NYISO is committed to a strong partnership with
lawmakers, policymakers, market participants and industry
stakeholders to address the goals of the Climate Leadership
and Community Protection Act (CLCPA).
©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Climate Change
Changing Grid
© COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2020. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Public Policy Influence on Resource Mix
• State and federal
policies are
increasingly
shaping
investment on
the grid.
• In NY, the CLCPA
is driving the
most significant
change.

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Transmission
© COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2020. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Tale of Two Grids

2020 energy
production from:

Transmission constraints from central NY
through the Capital District limit the ability
to deliver more clean energy from upstate
resources to downstate consumers

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Ongoing Transmission Planning and Construction
Transmission investment
needs driven by public
policy requirements:
• Needs are identified
by the NYS Public
Service Commission
• Solutions are solicited
and evaluated by the
NYISO
• NYPA designated for
priority transmission
projects by PSC in
some instances
• New need identified to
facilitate delivery of
offshore wind to NYS

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Renewable
Generation Pockets
• NYISO conducted a “70X30” analysis in

its economic planning study to identify
transmission constraints that may
prevent the delivery of renewable energy
to achieve the 2030 state policy target.
• In each of the major pockets observed,
renewable generation would be curtailed
due to the lack of sufficient bulk and
local transmission capability to deliver
the power.
• The results support the conclusion
that additional transmission expansion,
at both bulk and local levels, will be
necessary to efficiently deliver renewable
power to New York consumers.

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Long Island Transmission Need
 On August 12, 2021, the NYISO issued a solicitation for transmission
solutions to address the Public Policy Transmission Need for:
1.

2.

Adding at least one bulk transmission intertie cable to increase the export
capability of the LIPA-Con Edison interface to ensure the full output from at least
3,000 MW of offshore wind is deliverable from Long Island to the rest of the State;
and
Upgrading associated local transmission facilities to accompany the expansion of
the proposed offshore export capability.

 On October 11, the NYISO received 19 proposals that will be evaluated and
considered for selection in the Public Policy Transmission Planning Process.

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Long Island Offshore Wind Constraints

Red circle: LL overloads
Blue circle: LL & SUM overloads
©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Load
© COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2020. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Demand Trends: Peak Demand Forecast
•

•

©COPYRIGHT

The NYISO winter and
summer peak load
forecasts suggest that
electrification will drive
a shift in NY from a
summer-peaking
system to a winterpeaking system.
The timing and degree
of this shift will be
influenced by EV and
heat pump technology
adoption.

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Electric Summer & Winter Peak Demand: 2020-2051

12

Electric Vehicle Energy & Peak Impacts
Forecast
2021-2041
•

•

•

©COPYRIGHT

Forecast of EV impacts on
summer and winter peak
demand and energy usage.
Forecasts assume over 4.5
million total EV purchases in
New York State by 2040
The impacts on peak demand
periods may be mitigated
through policies that incent
off-peak charging.

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Integrating Behind-the-Meter Solar
•

•

•

©COPYRIGHT

More than 2,500 MW
of BTM solar is installed
across the state.
NYISO implemented solar
forecasting tools to
anticipate the contribution
of solar as well as provide
real-time estimates of
BTM solar production.
BTM solar resources
reduce demand and lower
the amount of energy
delivered by the bulk
power system.

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Average Hourly Behind-the-Meter Solar Production: Summer

14

Generation
© COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2020. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Climate Change Impact Study
 Modeled various generation
scenarios that could meet policy
objectives in 2040
 Study examined whether the bulk
power system would be able to serve
load and meet reserve requirements
under a variety of conditions
 Assessed the resiliency of the grid for
climate events such as periods of
extreme temperatures, wind lulls, and
severe storms
©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Projected CLCPA Winter Energy
Production by Resource Type
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Dispatchable Emission-Free Resources
 Large quantity of installed
dispatchable energy
resources needed in a small
number of hours
 Dispatchable resources
must be able to come on line
quickly, and be flexible
enough to meet rapid, steep
ramping needs

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Offshore Wind Lull
• Outage of all offshore wind
generation has a substantial
impact on loss of load events. This
is largely due to the co-location of
offshore wind together with the
majority of the resource
deficiencies in New York City and
Long Island.
• A one-week outage of 6,100 MW of
offshore wind could have roughly
the same impact to resource
adequacy as the outage of a 1,000
MW conventional generator.
©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Total Energy 184,127 MWh
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Ramping Capability Attribute




Resources are needed that can come on
line quickly, and be flexible enough to
meet rapid, steep ramping needs
On an average day, storage could meet
evening peaks, but resources are
needed if storage is depleted and
renewable output is low
In a winter scenario, dispatchable
resource output across the state must
increase from 362 MW to 27,434 MW in
six hours of the most stressed day

Maximum Hourly Ramping Requirement
Winter CLCPA Load Scenario, Baseline Case
40,000

35,000

30,000

25,000

Load (MW)



20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

0

-5,000

Hour of the Day
Load (Average Day) Minus Renewables and Baseload (incl. Hydro, Nuclear, Imports)
Load (Max Ramp Day) Minus Renewables and Baseload (incl. Hydro, Nuclear, Imports)

©COPYRIGHT
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Grid in Transition
Conclusions

© COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2020. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Key Takeaways


Transmission investment, at both bulk and local levels, will be necessary to efficiently deliver renewable
power to New York consumers.



The variability of meteorological conditions that govern the output from wind and solar resources
presents a fundamental challenge to relying on those resources to meet electricity demand



Battery storage resources help to fill in voids created by reduced output from renewable resources, but
periods of reduced renewable generation rapidly deplete battery storage resource capabilities



The current system is heavily dependent on existing fossil-fueled resources to maintain reliability.
Eliminating these resources will require investment in new and replacement infrastructure, and/or the
emergence of a zero-carbon fuel source for thermal generating resources.



The dispatchable and emissions-free resources needed to balance the system must be significant in
capacity, able to ramp quickly, and be flexible enough to meet rapid, steep ramping needs.

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Questions?
© COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2020. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Our mission, in collaboration with our stakeholders, is to
serve the public interest and provide benefit to consumers by:
•

Maintaining and enhancing regional reliability

•

Operating open, fair and competitive
wholesale electricity markets

•

Planning the power system for the future

•

Providing factual information to
policymakers, stakeholders and investors
in the power system

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2021. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Transmission Planning for the
Clean Energy Transition (TPCET)

Reid Collins
ASSOCIATE ENGINEER, TRANSMISSION PLANNING

ISO-NE PUBLIC

Presentation Overview
• New Challenges in Transmission Planning
• Traditional Study Conditions
• New Study Conditions
• New Assumptions
• Pilot Study Steady-State Results
• Pilot Study Stability Results

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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NEW CHALLENGES IN TRANSMISSION PLANNING
What new concerns and phenomena do we need to analyze?

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Why Are New Approaches Needed?
• New England is seeing rapid growth in renewables
–
–
–
–

Development of Distributed Energy Resources (DER)
Integration of renewable resources, including offshore wind
Increasing imports via HVDC interconnections
Integration of battery energy storage resources

• The previous method of handling these trends was
developed, and worked well, when these resources made up
a small portion of New England’s power system
• As these trends continue to accelerate, planning studies need
to proactively examine new challenges that will arise
– Different system conditions will drive transmission planning needs
– New approaches to data collection will be required for accurate
modeling
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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What Does the Future Power System Look Like?
• High penetration of DER, primarily solar photovoltaic (PV)

– Resources generally under 5 MW connected to the distribution system
– 2021 Capacity, Energy, Loads, and Transmission (CELT) report* forecast
~10,000 MW of PV resources by Dec. 2029

• Increased development of offshore wind generation

– 30 MW of offshore wind generation in service today
– 3,100 MW of offshore wind generation has secured a state contract
– Significantly more offshore wind development expected in future

• Increased development of battery energy storage

– Transmission-connected: visible & controllable, participates in markets
– Co-located with renewable generation: ISO-NE may not have
independent visibility or controllability of storage assets, especially for
distribution-connected installations

* https://www.iso-ne.com/static-assets/documents/2021/04/2021_celt_report.xlsx
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Decreasing Load in Mid-Day Periods*
Load Served By Transmission System With Varying Levels of BTM PV
14000

No PV

Net Load (reflecting reductions from EE, DR, and PV)

13000

3996 MW (forecast for 2020)

12000

6484 MW (forecast for 2023)

11000

8486 MW (forecast for 2026)

10000

9674 MW (forecast for 2029)

9000
8000

Mid-day load is already less
than overnight minimum
on some weekend days

7000
6000
5000
4000
3000

By 2029, mid-day net loads near
3,000 MW can be expected – far
below the 8,000 MW studied in
transmission planning studies today.

2000
1000
0

0

4

8

12

16

Hour Ending...

ISO-NE PUBLIC

20

24

Low-load weekend day. Load
and PV production based on
Sunday, April 24, 2016. PV
production, as a percentage
of nameplate capacity, is
assumed to remain constant
as PV proliferation increases.
PV nameplate forecasts from
2021 CELT report.
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Low-Inertia Conditions
• With increases in PV and wind generation, and additional
HVDC imports into New England, the amount of synchronous
generation online will decrease
• Reduced inertia can adversely affect transient stability
performance and major inter- and intra-area transfer limits
• Reduced inertia can also adversely impact frequency response
– Frequency response needs to be addressed on an interconnectionwide basis; EIPC has already begun studies on this topic*, and further
model development for low-inertia conditions will be required

* https://eipconline.com/s/EIPC_FRTF_2018_Final_Report_Public_Version_EC_Approved_2019-02-27.pdf
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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TRADITIONAL STUDY CONDITIONS

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Traditional Study Conditions
• Historically only one Summer Peak load snapshot and one
Spring Nighttime load snapshot were studied in transmission
reliability studies and used for system design
• Variations on Summer Peak load cases were created to reflect
different generator outages across the study area
Scenario (Base Case) Name

Power Consumption
(before reductions due to
behind-the-meter solar)

Solar Output

Wind Output

Spring Weekend Nighttime
Minimum Load

8,000 MW

0%

5% Onshore
20% Offshore

Summer Weekday Afternoon
Peak Load

100% of 90/10 Peak Load
(~26,000 MW)

26%

5% Onshore
20% Offshore

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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NEED FOR NEW STUDY CONDITIONS

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Load, Wind, and Solar Data Analysis
• ISO-NE contracted with DNV to come up with a data set from
2000-2020 to recreate load, wind, and solar data* based on
historical weather data
• A larger data set created using synthetic weather conditions
was also produced to allow for the probability of different
conditions to be calculated

* The DNV data can be viewed here: https://www.iso-ne.com/system-planning/planning-models-and-data/variable-energy-resource-data/
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Analysis of Historical Load and Solar Conditions
• The DNV data was used to determine load conditions to study by
looking at gross load vs. solar production
• On the following slides, a scatterplot is used to show historical
conditions from the calendar years 2012-2018
• Each blue dot represents a single hour of data

– Horizontal position represents power consumption – the load consumed
by customers minus energy-efficiency, before any reductions due to
behind-the-meter generation
– Vertical position represents the average production of photovoltaic
resources during that hour, as a percentage of nameplate rating
– Data represents average of load and PV throughout the hour

• The “corners” of this plot show the conditions that must be
considered in transmission planning studies

– Studying these boundary points will ensure that any reasonably likely
condition will be “bookended” by conditions that have been adequately
studied and planned for

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Analysis of Historical Load and Solar Conditions

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Analysis of Historical Load and Solar Conditions

Low load, low solar: nighttime
minimum load. Typically occurs
between 2 and 5 AM on mild
spring and fall weekend nights.

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Analysis of Historical Load and Solar Conditions

Low load, high solar: daytime
minimum load. Typically occurs
between 12 and 2 PM on mild
spring weekend days.

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Analysis of Historical Load and Solar Conditions

High load, relatively high solar:
mid-day on a peak load day.
Typically occurs between 12 and 3
PM on a hot summer weekday.

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Analysis of Historical Load and Solar Conditions

High load, low solar: evening on a
peak load day. With increased solar
penetration, will occur between 6
and 9 PM on a hot summer
weekday. Note that power
consumption is lower than during
the midday hours – approximately
95% of the peak.

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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NEW WIND ASSUMPTIONS

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Analysis of Historical Wind Availability
•

Wind output was found to vary widely, especially for offshore wind

•

Due to this variability, it was decided to study both the high and low ends
of the spectrum in reliability studies

•

For each wind farm, a minimum and maximum value was determined for a
set of hours similar to the desired study condition. The values for each
wind farm were averaged together to give the values in the table below.

Condition to Study

Onshore Wind *

Offshore Wind *

Min

Min

Max

Max

Spring Weekend Nighttime
(minimum consumption)

4.5%

65.7%

12.4%

91.2%

Spring Weekend Mid-Day
(minimum net load)

2.2%

53.0%

2.6%

61.5%

Summer Weekday Mid-Day
(maximum consumption)

1.5%

58.3%

1.3%

92.6%

Summer Weekday Evening
(maximum net load)

4.7%

54.8%

1.3%

93.0%

* Percentages listed are percentage of wind plant nameplate value
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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New Wind Generation Study Conditions
• The Spring Weekend Mid-Day minimum will only study high
wind as low inertia is the main concern in this scenario
• The Summer Weekday Evening peak will only study low wind
because ability to serve load is the main concern in this
scenario
Condition to Study

Onshore Wind
Generation

Offshore Wind
Generation

Spring Weekend Nighttime
(minimum consumption)

High: 65%
Low: 5%

High: 90%
Low: 15%

Spring Weekend Mid-Day
(minimum net load)

65%

90%

Summer Weekday Mid-Day
(maximum consumption)

High: 30%
Low: 5%

High: 90%
Low: 5%

Summer Weekday Evening
(maximum net load)

5%

5%

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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NEW DER ASSUMPTIONS
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DER Location: Traditional Approach
• In New England, the electrical location of DER 1 MW or larger
in size is known
• DER smaller than 1 MW do not have known electrical locations,
totals are grouped by load zone* and town
• DER smaller than 1 MW were assumed to be distributed evenly
throughout the load zone
– Assumes that DER distribution is identical to load distribution
– If a substation has 2% of a load zone’s load, then it has 2% of the DER
– Assumption is workable for low levels of DER penetration, but breaks
down at higher levels: for example, consider urban vs. suburban
environments

* ISO-NE load zones can be seen here: https://www.iso-ne.com/about/key-stats/maps-and-diagrams/#load-zones
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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DER Location: Geographic Approach
•

ISO-NE’s Load Forecasting group
collects data on all individual DER
installations, regardless of size through
a DER survey
–

Data includes town/city location, but not
the substation to which the DER is
interconnected

•

We can use town-by-town DER totals,
boundaries of each town, and
substation locations to estimate the
amount of DER at each substation

•

Relies on two assumptions:
–
–

•

Any given point is served by the closest
substation, geographically
DER <1 MW in size is evenly distributed
throughout each town’s area

This method gives better accuracy
regionally but not necessarily stationby-station, still no substitute for specific
real-world electrical locational data
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Summer Net Load Peak Timing
• The Summer Weekday Evening Peak condition is intended to
capture the highest net load on a summer peak day
• Increases in behind-the-meter PV will push this peak
progressively later in the day, and eventually past sunset
No PV: daily
peak at 2-3 PM

26000
24000

High PV: daily peak
approaches sunset

Net Load (MW)

22000
20000
18000

0 MW Nameplate PV

16000

5000 MW Nameplate PV
10000 MW Nameplate PV

14000
12000
10000

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Hour Ending
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SUMMARY OF NEW ASSUMPTIONS
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Proposed Study Assumptions: Load, PV, Wind
Scenario (Base Case) Name

Power Consumption
(before reductions due to
behind-the-meter solar)

Solar Output*

Wind Output*

Study Type

Spring Weekend Nighttime Minimum
Load (High Renewables)

8,000 MW

0%

65% Onshore
90% Offshore

Steady-State
and Stability

Spring Weekend Nighttime Minimum
Load (Low Renewables)

8,000 MW

0%

5% Onshore
15% Offshore

Steady-State
only

Spring Weekend Mid-Day
Minimum Load

12,000 MW

90%

55% Onshore
90% Offshore

Steady-State
and Stability

Summer Weekday Mid-Day
Peak Load (High Renewables)

100% of 90/10 Peak Load

65%

30% Onshore
90% Offshore

Steady-State
and Stability

Summer Weekday Mid-Day
Peak Load (Low Renewables)

100% of 90/10 Peak Load

40%

5% Onshore
5% Offshore

Steady-State
only

5% Onshore
5% Offshore

Steady-State
and Stability

The highest net load resulting from:
Summer Weekday Evening
Peak Load

100% of 90/10 Peak Load
95% of 90/10 Peak Load
92% of 90/10 Peak Load

26%
10%
0%

* These assumptions will be used in studies of transmission reliability, when determining the need for system upgrades. Other
types of studies, such as interconnection system impact studies and economic studies, may use different assumptions.

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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PILOT STUDY
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Pilot Study
• ISO-NE performed a pilot study to test these new assumptions
and provide a high-level look at possible future transmission
system needs under these assumptions
• All of the assumptions mentioned in this presentation were
applied to the six different new scenarios
• Both steady-state and stability analysis was performed
• Usually ISO-NE studies focus on a particular region; this study
looked at New England as a whole and only attempted to
observe trends rather than specific planning criteria concerns

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Steady-State Results
• No thermal concerns or low voltage concerns were seen for any of
the pilot study cases tested
• High voltage concerns were observed under minimum load
conditions
– Predominantly observed in the Spring Weekend Daytime Minimum Load
condition
– Some minor high voltage concerns were also observed in the Spring
Weekend Nighttime Minimum Load condition

• High voltage concerns were caused by lower net load served from
the transmission system, leading to two factors:
– Fewer centrally-located synchronous generators online to control
transmission system voltage
– Relatively lightly-loaded transmission lines and transformers (lower
reactive power losses)

• The high voltage concerns could be resolved by installing five shunt
reactors ranging from 15 – 75 MVAR throughout the system

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Stability Results
• Legacy DER (interconnected
under IEEE Std. 1547-2003)
tripped offline for
transmission faults under
daytime minimum load
conditions
• Up to 1,855 MW of legacy DER
tripped for the most severe
fault tested
• Other faults show over 5,000
MW of DER entering
temporary power reduction
for a period of 0-10 seconds,
introducing large power
swings between New England
and neighboring areas

Each blue dot represents a substation where DER
solar generation was tripped. DER in the New York
system was not explicitly modeled.

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Outstanding Questions for Stability Analysis
• Many questions related to stability are still being investigated:
– Is the assumption used so far for DER protection settings reasonable,
and is better data available?
– How quickly will DER inverters installed under IEEE 1547-2003 be
replaced with those compliant with IEEE 1547-2018?
– Does the amount of DER that is allowed to trip for a transmission
contingency need to be limited to below New England’s current lossof-source limit?
– Is a limit on the amount of DER temporary power reduction
necessary?
– How does temporary power reduction affect inter-area stability?
– What mitigation strategies are most effective for limiting the amount
of DER tripped or entering temporary power reduction?
– Are there characteristics of synchronous condensers vs. FACTS devices
that will make them more effective at keeping DER from tripping?
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Previous Presentations on the TPCET Initiative
• Sep. 2020: Introductory Presentation
• Nov. 2020: Updated Assumptions and Pilot Study Proposal
• Dec. 2020: System Conditions and Dispatch Assumptions
• Jan. 2021: Generation Dispatch Details
• Jun. 2021: Preliminary Results
• Jul. 2021: Pilot Study Results
• Aug. 2021: Pilot Study Results and Proposed Changes to
Assumptions

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Demonstration Summary
•

$10M project funded by IESO’s Grid Innovation Fund and NRCan

•

Independent Total DSO model adopted from project whitepapers

•

Focused on market and system operations with DER to defer infrastructure

•

Merger of distribution utility NWA program and market design constructs

•

Alectra Utilities is delivery partner and is operationalizing the project

•

Web-based platform developed to administer auctions and activations

•

Distribution level capacity and energy auctions generate local prices

•

Envisions transmission-distribution coordination using market offers
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Demonstration Activities
2018

Proposal development, submission, award
NRCan-IESO agreement, IESO-Alectra agreement
Whitepaper and concept design development
Rules and Contract for Services development
Stakeholder engagement and participant marketing
Platform development
2020 Local Capacity Auction
2021 Local Energy Auctions

Now

Integration of enhancements/updates
2021 Local Capacity Auction
2022 Local Energy Auctions

2022
5

Modelling study and lessons learned reporting

Demonstration Platform – Live Sep. 2020
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T-D Coordination Frameworks

offers
awards
data

Total DSO

Hybrid DSO

Total ISO

ISO
ISO

DER

DER

ISO

DSO

DER

DSO

•

Examining distribution NWA helps identify coordination requirements

•

Focus on dispatchable DER helps identify operational challenges

•

Total DSO model adopted for York Region NWA Demonstration

•

Sequenced, DSO first/ISO second decision making is contemplated

•

For Total DSO model, DSO requirements for DER are ≥ ISO requirements
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Framework reference: De Martini., Kristov, & Taft, Transmission-Distribution-Customer Operational Coordination. U.S. DOE, 2018

Extending Zonal Constructs
•

Zonal construct exists for area of
the grid bounded by major
transmission limitations

•

There are zonal capacity and
energy requirements, and
zonal/locational prices that diverge

•

8

In concept, the Demonstration
represents a more granular,
distribution-level zone

Demonstration Area

Demonstration Area
•

Municipalities of Richmond Hill,
Vaughan and Markham

•

February 2020 Integrated
Regional Resource Plan

•

Fast growing with extensive
urbanization

•

Peak demand of ~1350 MW

•

Existing stations reach limits in
mid- to late-2020s
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Non-Wires Alternatives, Stacking & Congestion
A. Existing load and GS
and TS at limits
150 MW
GS

B. Growth met with new
TS and GS capacity
150 MW
GS

150 MW
GS

150 MW
TS limit

T-D

150 MW
load

10 MW
GS

C. Growth met with DER

160 MW
load

150 MW
TS limit

10 MW
DER

160 MW
load

•

DER can be used as alternative to central resource & network infrastructure

•

DSO must actively monitor its system and manage dispatchable DER

•

Using DER as NWA involves constraints and relieving local congestion

•

Market approaches can be used to send investment/operational signal
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Local Capacity Auction (LCA)
150 MW
GS

150 MW
TS limit

DSO
net cost
=A-B

10 MW
DER

ISO
160 MW
load

DSO

B. Wholesale
capacity
price

DER
A. LCA
capacity
price

•

First Demonstration LCA conducted in Nov 2020 with 10 MW target

•

Eligible DERs: demand response, gas-fired, and storage resources, incl.
aggregations, between 100 kW and 3 MW

•

LCA cleared at $0.64/kW-day for commitment period May-Oct 2021
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offers
awards
data

2020 LCA Successful Participants
Registered Capacity: 34.3 MW
Participants: aggregated residential
customers, supermarket operators,
manufacturers, district energy
utility, other local companies
DER Types: CHP, C&I load
curtailment, residential DR (smart
thermostats), BTM gas-fired
generation
12

Successful Participants
EnergyHub Canada
NRG Curtailment Solutions

Local Capacity
Obligation (kW)
1,200
400

Longos Brothers Fruit Markets

1,000

Edgecom Energy

3,000

GC Project

1,000

Markham District Energy

2,900

Tycho Poly

500
Total

10,000

Local Energy Requirement
200
150 MW
TS limit

10 MW
DER

160 MW
load

Loading (MW)

150 MW
GS

DER Activations

150
100

TS Capacity

50
0
01

6

12
18
Hour Ending

24

•

Demonstration simulates distribution congestion during local peak demand
conditions that must be relieved using dispatchable DER

•

When Alectra Utilities forecasts that load in the Demonstration Area will
exceed an established threshold, participating DER are activated
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Local Energy Auctions (LEA)
160 MW
GS
@ $25
/MWh

150 MW
TS limit

10 MW
DER

5 MW
@50/MWh
@ $50
/MWh

155 MW
load

ISO
LMP =
$25/MWh

10 MW
@50/MWh

DSO
0 MW
award

DER
5 MW
award

DLMP =
$50/MWh

•

Envisions DSO submitting adjusted aggregated DER offer to ISO

•

Participating DER activated to meet Local Energy Requirement

•

Participating DER may also be activated if wholesale price is high

•

DLMP = max of (i) DER offer needed locally and (ii) wholesale price
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offers
awards
data

Next Steps
•

Finish Local Energy Auctions (May-October 2021) with participants

•

Conduct 2021 Local Capacity Auction (October 2021) for 2022 commitment
period (May–October 2022)

•

Implement Local Operating Reserve design (by end of Q1 2022)

•

Conduct DER Use Case & Modelling Study to investigate impact at T-D
interface and inform coordination requirements (2021-2022)

•

Potential opportunity: replicate demonstration approach and apply to other
areas to relieve distribution congestion during peak demand periods
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DER Use Case & Modelling Study RFP
•

Consultant/academic partner to perform power flow modeling and market
offer/coordination analysis for a number of use case scenarios

•

Scenarios will investigate DER used as distribution NWA and participation in
ISO energy, capacity and reserve markets

•

AC and 3 phase modelling of Demonstration Area and potentially two IEEE
standard feeder/systems to explore impact at T-D interface

•

A mix of DER types will be allocated to the network models and load will be
adjusted to construct the use case scenarios

•

Participation rules and illustrative market offers and will be proposed
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Evolving Transmission Grid &
Study Considerations

1

PSEG Long Island
• Manages Long Island Electric System for Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) under the
amended Operations Services Agreement
• Service area includes Nassau County, Suffolk County, and the portion of Queens
County known as the Rockaways, in the State of New York
• Serves 1.1 million customers
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NYS: Climate Act
• Adopted Climate Leadership & Community Protection Act
•
•
•
•
•
•

6,000 MW of Solar by 2025
3,000 MW of Energy Storage by 2030
70% Renewable Energy by 2030
9,000 MW of Offshore Wind by 2035
100% Zero-emission Electricity by 2040
85% Reduction in GHG Emissions by 2050
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Long Island Clean Energy Experience
Offshore Wind

New York’s first offshore wind farm
• South Fork wind farm (130 MW) scheduled to be
complete by the end of 2023
• NYSERDA has awarded 2140 MW of offshore
wind (880 MW Sunrise Wind & 1260 MW Empire
Wind 2)
•

Energy Storage & Solar
New York’s first utility-scale battery project
• Installed Two 5 MW, 40 MWh batteries
• Installed ~800 BTM batteries
• ~ 620 MW AC total solar installations
•

4

Changing Landscape
•
•
•
•

Integration of Non-Synchronous Resources
Deactivation of Synchronous Resources
Intermittent Resources
Variable Net Load Profile

Offshore Wind
South Fork RFP: South Fork Wind Farm – 130 MW (2023)
NYSERDA Awards: Empire Wind 2 (1260 MW - 2027), Sunrise Wind (880 MW – 2024)
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Transition of System Studies
P R E S E N T A N A LYS E S

• Load Flow – Snapshot
• Peak Load & Light Load –
Driving Critical System
• Voltage Analysis
• Short Circuit Analysis
• Rotor Angle (transient)
Stability
• Voltage Stability

F U T U R E A N A LYS E S

• Load Flow – Hourly
• Need to identify driving critical
system condition
• Voltage Analysis
• Delta V due to variability
• Transient Voltage Considerations
• Voltage Stability
• Control Stability & Interactions
• System Strength Screening
• Short Circuit Analysis
• Transient & Dynamic Stability
• Evaluation of Impact to Facility
Ratings
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Planning Models/Tools Considerations
• Limitation of positive sequence modeling
• Transient analysis (Electromagnetic Transient tools)
• Integration of load flow with resource planning tools
• Distribution system representation including DER and load models
• Modeling of Inverter Based Resources
•
•

Generic vs Proprietary Models
Short Circuit Modeling
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Operational Considerations
• Outage Planning and Analysis needs to incorporate intermittency and
cycling of resources (e.g., Energy Storage)
• Non traditional power flow patterns
• Reserve Considerations
• Maintaining adequate short circuit strength and real time monitoring of
inverter based resources
• Operational Visibility (load masking by DER)
• Impact on Under Frequency Load Shedding Program
• System Restoration
• Energy Storage Management
• Protection Adequacy & Coordination
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Conclusion
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Require different models, criteria, conditions and cases
Consideration of applicable reliability rules
Longer lead time for studies
Learning curve on newer models, technology and tools
Higher dependence on transient studies
Planning processes and tools need to be adapted to the changing grid
Several initiatives are being undertaken in power system industry to
address technical considerations associated with the evolving grid
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